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Abstract 32 

Purpose 33 

To estimate productivity losses amongst people with impaired vision in Portugal and to 34 

investigate explanatory factors associated with non-participation in the labour market.  35 

 36 

Methods 37 

A total of 546 visually impaired individuals participated in face-to-face interviews. 38 

Participants were asked about their workforce participation to determine productivity 39 

(employment status questionnaire), their health-related quality of life - HRQoL (EQ-5D) and 40 

their visual acuity and visual ability (Activity Inventory). Productivity losses included 41 

absenteeism and reduction in workforce participation. Logistic regression was used to determine 42 

independent factors associated with participation in the labour market. 43 

 44 

Results 45 

From the 546 participants, 50% were retired, 47% were of working age and 3% were 46 

students. The employment rate was 28% and the unemployment rate was 21% for the working 47 

age sample. For those of working age, productivity losses were estimated at €1.51 million per 48 

year, mean of €5496 per participant. The largest contributor to productivity losses was reduced 49 

workforce participation, estimated from 159 early retired or unemployed participants. After 50 

controlling for visual acuity and ability, younger individuals, with more years of education, 51 

without comorbidities and high HRQoL had higher probability of being employed. 52 

Conclusions 53 

Our findings show a high unemployment rate and high productivity losses amongst people 54 

with impaired vision. The probability of being employed was associated with education, HRQoL 55 

and comorbidities. We speculate that promoting education and health through effective visual 56 

rehabilitation programs may help to increase participation in the labour market. These findings 57 

can inform decisions to intervene to reduce the burden of vision loss.  58 
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Introduction 59 

People with impaired vision face barriers to the acquisition and development of skills and 60 

abilities, which leads to disability. 1-6 They are limited in their ability to perform valued activities 61 

of daily living and self-care such as driving or reading documents without the help of special 62 

devices or software.7,8 In addition to the direct impact on their ability to perform activities of 63 

daily living and self-care, difficulties to perform vision-related tasks can also cause stress and 64 

anxiety in persons with impaired vision. 9 These challenges may not only impact on health, but 65 

also on productivity. People with impaired vision may face reduced chances of finding and 66 

retaining employment, a reduced range of jobs open to them9-12, or increased chance that they 67 

never look for a job in the first place.12 The opportunity to have a paid job is important to most 68 

individuals living in society since provides opportunities for maintaining or increasing one’s 69 

financial independence, enables relationships and social inclusion and increases quality of 70 

life.13,14 It is therefore important to understand the causes of reduced employment amongst people 71 

with impaired vision and the financial and the health burden for the individual and for the society. 72 

From the economic perspective, the burden for society is captured by productivity costs. 73 

Productivity costs may be defined as “costs associated with production loss and replacement 74 

costs due to illness, disability and death of productive persons, both paid and unpaid”.15 75 

Productivity costs can incorporate several components leading to different concepts and 76 

calculations. In this work, we consider two components: absenteeism and reduced workforce 77 

participation. These are considered two of the most relevant components of productivity costs 78 

and major contributors to the total costs of vision impairment. 16 Working with limitations due to 79 

illness, or presenteeism, is another component of reduced productivity. However, there is no 80 
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consensus on the measurement of presenteeism meaning that it is rarely included in economic 81 

calculations of productivity costs.17 82 

For those in the labour market, absenteeism may be defined as the number of workdays lost 83 

due to health-related issues. 18 For those of working age, but out of the labour market, reduced 84 

workforce participation can be defined as production missed due to the premature exit from the 85 

labour market.19 Some studies found high productivity costs and high rates of unemployment, job 86 

loss and early retirement amongst persons with vision impairment. 16,20-24  87 

From our perspective, the information available from studies published in the past decade is 88 

limited in two aspects: 1) the samples studied had too restrictive inclusion criteria and 2) the 89 

explanatory factors used lacked accuracy. For example, one study used self-reported vision 90 

impairment,20 another used exclusively blind individuals22 and another used an unclear definition 91 

of vision impairment. 21 When explaining productivity costs, past studies also left out one or both 92 

of two relevant measures: patient-reported levels of visual ability and the impact of vision loss on 93 

quality of life. 20-23 We argue that employment has an impact on both productivity and health and 94 

therefore it is important to include measures of patient-reported HRQoL when investigating 95 

productivity. HRQoL  is likely to influence the ability to look for jobs and to retain them, 96 

therefore we chose to include measures of patient-reported HRQoL when investigating 97 

productivity costs. 98 

The aim of this study was to estimate productivity costs and investigate their explanatory 99 

factors in people with vision impairment. We collected information about employment status and 100 

analysed socio-demographic variables, patient-reported and clinical measures that may be 101 

explanatory factors for employment.  102 
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Methods 103 

Study design, setting and participant selection 104 

Participants were recruited from 4 public hospitals with an area of influence of nearly 2 105 

million inhabitants in 3 regions of Portugal: Porto, Braga and Viana do Castelo. Patients 106 

attending medical appointments at the department of ophthalmology in these hospitals with last 107 

recorded visual acuity of 0.30 logMAR or worse were invited to take part in face-to-face 108 

interviews with trained researchers. Principal diagnosis, designated here as causes of vision 109 

impairment, and secondary diagnosis, were retrieved from clinical records and classified 110 

according with the International Classification of Diseases 9th Clinical Modification codes (ICD9 111 

CM). From clinical records we also collected information about gender, date of birth and 112 

systemic diseases. The information was registered in a secure online platform (www.pcdvp.org).  113 

The study was conducted in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, 114 

approved by the local ethics committees of the participating hospitals and by the ethical 115 

committee for Life Sciences and Health of the University of Minho. Written informed consent 116 

was obtained from all participants. More details about the study have been described in our 117 

previous publications. 25-27  118 

 119 

Clinical and quality of life measurements  120 

During face-to-face interviews patients were asked to respond to the EuroQol EQ-5D 121 

(EQ5D-3L) to classify their perceived health-related quality of life (HRQoL). The EQ-5D is a 122 

generic preference-based measure of HRQoL that has five dimensions: mobility, self-care, usual 123 

http://www.pcdvp.org/
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activities, pain or discomfort, anxiety and depression. Each dimension is rated on a three-point 124 

scale with categories “no problems,” “some problems,” or “extreme problems,” producing a 125 

descriptive health profile. Respondents’ health states were converted to health utility scores using 126 

valuations derived from the general population in Portugal. 28  127 

In addition, participants responded to a vision function questionnaire, the Activity Inventory 128 

(AI), to measure their visual ability.  The AI is an adaptive visual function questionnaire designed 129 

to provide an individualized assessment of difficulties of a respondent with impaired vision when 130 

performing valued activities. Participants are asked to rate goals which dependent on the 131 

difficulty experienced in the tasks that underlie each goal. 29-32 Responses are then Rasch 132 

analysed to produce a continuous measure of visual ability given by the variable ‘person 133 

measure’ (Program Winsteps, v3.9). The term ‘visual ability’ defines the overall ability to 134 

perform activities that depend on vision. 33 135 

During the interview, visual acuity was (re)measured using an internally illuminated ETDRS 136 

chart (Lighthouse International, NY, USA) at 4, 2 or 1 m according with the severity of the 137 

(expected) vision loss. Letter by letter scoring was employed to specify the final measured 138 

acuity.25  139 

Comorbidities were also reported by participants and/or extracted from the clinical records 140 

and classified according with the 16 categories listed in Appendix A. 141 

Employment status questionnaire 142 

We used a questionnaire to collect information about absenteeism and workforce 143 

participation. The questionnaire was drawn from previously validated instruments. 34,35 We 144 

conducted a pilot test to simplify data recording, to remove redundant items and to clarify words 145 
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and questions. The questionnaire was written and administrated in Portuguese, Table 1 146 

summarizes a translated version of the questionnaire. 147 

----------------------------------------------------Table 1 ------------------------------------------------- 148 

Productivity costs were estimated from the societal perspective. Productivity costs 149 

encompass absenteeism and reduced workforce participation.  150 

Absenteeism was measured by the number of absent workdays due to health problems. 151 

Absenteeism was divided into short term absenteeism and long term absenteeism. Long term 152 

absenteeism includes individuals reporting absent for more than three consecutive months. Other 153 

cases were considered short term absenteeism. The annual costs of absenteeism were calculated 154 

by converting the reported working days missed due to vision impairment into hours and then 155 

valued using the mean hourly pay rate according with the category of income level reported by 156 

the participant (see Table 1). We extrapolated the 2-week recall period to an annual rate 157 

multiplying by 24 working weeks adjusting for annual leave and public holidays.  158 

Reduced workforce participation (RWP) refers to the loss of production caused by having 159 

people with impaired vision out of the labour market. In Portugal, individuals (men or women) 160 

outside the age-range 17-64 are considered to be in mandatory education (less than 17) or retired 161 

(65 or more). 36,37 RWP was calculated for participants within the working age 17-64 years that 162 

reported early retirement or unemployment due to impaired vision. It was calculated as the excess 163 

unemployment compared to the unemployment rate adjusted by sex and age of active population 164 

in Portugal in 2014 (reported by Eurostat) and the unemployment rate observed by sex and age in 165 

our sample. These two figures were, in turn applied against the mean Portuguese monthly wage 166 

adjusted by sex and education level. More details about these assumptions are given in Appendix 167 

B. Some participants were out of the labour market categorized as homemaker and others (which 168 
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includes students and other reasons not specified) that were not considered in this estimation 169 

because it may be an active choice of the individual to not participate in the labour market and 170 

therefore cannot be attributable to vision impairment.  171 

Statistical analysis  172 

Descriptive statistics regarding sociodemographic and clinical participant characteristics 173 

were analysed. Participants were divided into 3 age categories: (1) 17-39 years, (2) 40-64 years 174 

and (3) 65 years or older. Working age participants are within age categories 1 and 2. Working 175 

age participants were divided in these two categories because some studies report that older 176 

individuals are more likely to lose their jobs, to stay longer as unemployed or to be early 177 

retired38. In addition, younger participants face difficulties to develop certain skills and abilities 178 

and to enter the labour market9. Causes of vision impairment were divided into 8 categories.  179 

Chi-square tests were used to test differences between participants working and not working. 180 

Categorical binary variables included gender, marital status, living arrangement, secondary 181 

diagnosis and comorbidities. Visual acuity was used either as a continuous variable or categorical 182 

variable whichever was deemed more appropriate. Visual acuity categories were defined 183 

accordingly to the World Health Organization 39. Independent t-tests were performed to compare 184 

visual ability and Mann-Whitney tests were performed to compare visual acuity in the better eye 185 

and in the worse eye and HRQoL.  186 

Logistic regression was used to determine explanatory factors associated with participation in 187 

the labour market. The dependent variable was employment status in working age participants 188 

(non-working = 0; working = 1). Independent predictors were: age (categories: 40-64 years = 0; 189 

17-39 years = 1); Education (categories: less than 12 years of education = 0; 12 years of 190 
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education or more = 1), comorbidities (categories: no = 0; yes =1), visual ability (continuous 191 

predictor provided by the AI), visual acuity in better eye (continuous predictor using a logMar 192 

scale) and HRQoL (continuous predictor provided by the EQ-5D). Independent predictors were 193 

determined following a two steps procedure. First, we looked in the literature for variables that 194 

may influence the chances of persons with impaired vision to be in the labour market. Second, we 195 

incorporated variables with statistically significant differences between groups in independent t-196 

tests, z- tests or chi-square tests.  The graphic method was used to validate assumptions of the 197 

model for residuals independence and to identify extreme cases that were removed from the 198 

model (whenever it increases the goodness of fit of the model). Multicollinearity was analysed 199 

with variance inflation factor (VIF). Statistical analyses were conducted with SPSS Statistics 200 

(IBM SPSS Statistics v.23, for Windows). 201 

Results 202 

From the 546 participants, 47% (n=254) were within the working age, 50% were retired and 203 

3% were students. Of those of working age 28% (n=71) were working full-time or part-time and 204 

72% were not working because: i) 105 required early retirement due to impaired vision, ii) 54 205 

were unemployed, iii) 14 were homemakers, iv) 4 were students and v) 6 for unspecified reasons. 206 

The employment rate was 28% and the unemployment rate was 21% for those within the working 207 

age and 13% and 10% respectively for the whole sample. Diabetic retinopathy, high myopia and 208 

diseases of the cornea were the major causes of vision impairment amongst participants of 209 

working age. We divided the group of working age into two subgroups: “working” and “non-210 
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working” and compared the characteristics of the groups. These results are summarized in Table 211 

2. 212 

The working group had a higher proportion of individuals within the age range 17-39 years 213 

(p=0.023), a higher proportion of participants with up to 9 years of education or more (p=0.007), 214 

a higher proportion of participants reporting higher income level (p<0.001) and a lower 215 

proportion of participants with other comorbidities (p=0.037) when compared with the non-216 

working group. There were difference in causes of vision impairment between groups (p=0.003). 217 

The working group had a smaller proportion of patients with diabetic retinopathy and a higher 218 

proportion of patients with high myopia, diseases of the cornea and AMD. 219 

----------------------------------------------------Table 2 ------------------------------------------------- 220 

Table 3 provides details about participants’ distance visual acuity, near visual acuity and 221 

category of vision impairment. The median logMAR distance acuity in the better eye (z-test= - 222 

2.03; p=0.042) and binocular near vision acuity (z-test= - 2.59; p=0.010) was higher in the non-223 

working group meaning higher severity of vision impairment. The working group had a smaller 224 

proportion of individuals categorized as severe VI or profound VI/ blindness. These categories 225 

corresponded to 8% of the working group and 22% in the non-working group; although, the 226 

difference in proportion was not statistically significant (p=0.110).  227 

An analysis of income by category of VI revealed that participants with profound 228 

VI/blindness reported lower income. Fifty-four percent of those with profound VI/blindness 229 

reported an income level of less than €485 per month. Conversely, participants with mild or no 230 

VI corresponded to 69% of those reporting income levels above €1000 per month. Differences 231 

between proportions were statistical significant (chi-square= 19.08; p=0.014). An analysis of 232 

income by age categories showed that there were no differences between the distribution of 233 
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income by age categories (chi-square=3.461; p=0.177). Nevertheless, we tested the impact of VI 234 

on reported income controlling for age categories (results are shown in Appendix C1) and 235 

concluded that income may be associated with the probability of having a higher income whilst 236 

age categories were not.  237 

--------------------------------------------------------Table 3 ------------------------------------------------- 238 

Table 4 summarizes visual ability and HRQoL in both groups, working and non-working. The 239 

non-working group reported lower health-related quality of life (z-test= -4.17; p<0.001) and 240 

lower visual ability (t-test= -45.04; p<0.001) compared to the working group.  241 

 --------------------------------------------------------Table 4 ------------------------------------------------- 242 

Absenteeism was reported by 28 individuals out of 71 (39%). In total 22,296 hours of work 243 

were lost over 1 year, which represents a productivity costs of 102 thousand euros based on the 244 

average hourly pay rate calculated according to the income level reported by participants. Long 245 

term absenteeism (3+ consecutive months) reported by 8 individuals accounted for 15,840 hours 246 

of work lost, 71% of hours of work lost and 65% of the absenteeism costs. The distribution of 247 

costs of absenteeism was skewed to the right with a median of €1,635 and a mean of €3,646 248 

(95% CI = [5,125; 2,167]). 249 

RWP was estimated for 159 participants, early retired or unemployed due to impaired vision, 250 

and represented an annual cost of 1.4 million euros with a median of €9,151 and a mean of 251 

€8,855 (95% CI= [9,517; 8,194]) per participant. 252 

Results of the logistic regression with predictors of participation in the labour market are 253 

summarized in Table 5. HRQoL (p-value<0.001), age (p-value=0.013), education (p-254 

value=0.027), and comorbidities (p-value=0.004) were independent predictors of employment 255 

status.  256 
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A change of 1 unit of HRQoL measured by the EQ-5D utility score is associated with odds of 257 

being in the labour market of 162. Since the EQ-5D score maximum value is 1, our results show 258 

that a change of 0.1 unit of health utility increase correspond to odds of being in the labour 259 

market of 16. The odds of being employed for individuals within the age 17-39 years was 3.9 260 

higher than for individuals in the category 40-64 years. The odds of being employed for 261 

individuals with 12 or more years of education was 2.7 higher than for individuals with less than 262 

12 years of education. The odds of being employed for individuals with comorbidities were lower 263 

than for those without comorbidities. The deviance goodness of fit test confirmed an excellent fit 264 

of the model to the data (p-value = 0.99). 265 

 266 

--------------------------------------------------------Table 5------------------------------------------------- 267 

Figure 1 shows the probability of participation in the labour market as a function of HRQoL 268 

(EQ-5D utility score) for 2 scenarios: best-case and worst-case, details of the computations are 269 

given in Appendix C2. The best-case scenario includes participants within the age 17-39 years, 270 

12 years of education or more, no comorbidities and visual ability set as constant and equal to the 271 

mean value for the group. Five curves were computed according to 5 categories of vision 272 

impairment. With acuity in logMAR, categories were: 1) No VI= [-0.3,0.3] ; 2) Minor 273 

VI=[0.32,0.5]; 3) Moderate VI=[0.5,1.0]; 4) Severe VI=[1.02,1.3]; 5) Profound VI or 274 

blind=[1.32, 3.0]. The worst-case scenario is defined as participants within the age 40-64 years, 275 

less than 12 years of education, comorbidities and visual ability set as constant and equal to the 276 

mean value for the group. 277 

 278 

--------------------------------------------------------Figure 1------------------------------------------------- 279 

 280 
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In both scenarios higher levels of HRQoL and better acuity increased the probabilities of 281 

being employed. For example, with a health utility of 0.6 given by the EQ-5D utility score, in the 282 

best-case scenario, more than 34% of the participants would be employed against 1% in the 283 

worst-case scenario. In the worst-case scenario the probabilities of being employed ranged from 0 284 

to 0.4. The maximum value of 0.4 was observed in participants included in category 1 (No VI) 285 

and with the highest possible score for level of HRQoL. In the best-case scenario, the 286 

probabilities of being employed ranged from 0.1 to 0.97. Here, the probability of participants in 287 

category 5 (Profound VI or blind) to be employed can reach more than 0.8. This is in contrast 288 

with the worst-case scenario in which persons with these levels of impairment would have a 289 

probability of employment of 0.07.  290 

Discussion 291 

In this study we quantified and characterized productivity losses in a sample of 546 persons 292 

with impaired vision, 254 were of working age and from those 28% were working. Productivity 293 

losses would correspond to an estimated €1.51 million per year for this sample (median of €4,399 294 

and mean of €5,495 (95% CI=[5,292; 6,598] per participant). The largest portion of losses were 295 

due to RWP estimated from 159 individuals that were either unemployed or early retired due to 296 

vision impairment. The logistic regression model, controlling for visual acuity and visual ability, 297 

showed that individuals within the age range of 17-39 years, 12 or more years of education, no 298 

comorbidities and reporting higher HRQoL had higher probability of employment.  299 

Our employment rate of 28% was lower than expected when compared with the 38% 300 

employment rate for people in Europe with disabilities reported by Eurostat in 2015 and even 301 
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smaller when compared with the 68% employment rate for people without disabilities (64% in 302 

Portugal). 40,41 However, the Eurostat report does not specify the type of disability. In a 303 

Portuguese report considering only participants from the Portuguese Blind Association (ACAPO) 304 

the percentage of employed participants was 33% which is in line with our findings. 42 Our 305 

employment results are also in line with results reported by others. Rein found a gap of 41% in 306 

employment rates between people with impaired vision and the general population.19 In our 307 

sample the gap between people with impaired vision and the employment rates of the active 308 

population in the country was 36%.  309 

Several studies, adopting a top-down approach, reported RWP as the major contributor to 310 

productivity costs.19,43 Through our bottom-up approach RWP also emerged as the main driver of 311 

productivity costs. Similar to our results, Cruess and colleagues, which adopted a top-down 312 

approach, also reported absenteeism costs that were substantially lower than RWP costs. 44  313 

Younger and more educated people with impaired vision are more likely to be employed. We 314 

found that the probability of being employed was higher in the age group 17-39 years. These 315 

results are in line with the findings of previous studies showing that job loss occurs more 316 

frequently at older ages and that the duration of unemployment is longer for older individuals.38,45 317 

In our sample individuals with 12 or more years of education had higher odds of being employed 318 

compared with less educated individuals, these findings are consistent with other studies.21,46 319 

Therefore, we speculate that education is an important modifiable factor that can increase the 320 

level of participation in the labour market amongst people with vision impairment. 321 

Severity of vision loss, measured with visual acuity as a continuous variable, and the 322 

proportion of individuals with other comorbidities was higher in the non-working group. Others 323 

found that more severe impairment and the presence of comorbidities were associated with a 324 
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lower probability of employment.21,46,47 However, in our study, in the logistic regression analysis 325 

only the presence of comorbidities had a statistically significant effect on employment status. 326 

Severity of vision loss, expressed by visual acuity had an odds ratio of 0.35 (p-value = 0.163), 327 

which points to a tendency for individuals with worse visual acuity (higher values in LogMar) 328 

having lower chances of participation in the labour market. While this effect was not significant, 329 

the trend is similar to previous findings and we speculate that if we included participants with a 330 

full range of acuities, visual acuity would emerge as a determinant of participation in the labour 331 

market.  332 

We included patient-reported measures in our regression analysis to explain employment 333 

status. The EQ-5D used to assess HRQoL includes questions about anxiety and depression and 334 

pain and discomfort which are known factors associated with the ability to work. 48-50 Visual 335 

ability measured by the AI allowed us also to incorporate difficulties performing vision related 336 

tasks. 32 Whilst the effect of visual ability was not statistically significant, we found that EQ-5D 337 

utility score was a strong predictor of employment and therefore of RWP. This possibility was 338 

also raised in other studies which tried to predict absenteeism and presenteeism using EQ-5D. 51 339 

Given this strong effect of the EQ-5D utility score we performed the simulation with the 340 

equations given in Appendix C2 and obtained the scenarios shown in Figure 1. The results of the 341 

scenarios show that at increased levels of self-reported HRQoL the levels of participation in the 342 

labour market can change for the same level of vision impairment. We cannot infer causality 343 

from this association and, indeed, the effect of HRQoL on employment may run in both 344 

directions: higher HRQoL may improve the chance of employment and higher employment may 345 

improve HRQoL. Regardless of causality, the benefits of enabling those with low vision to 346 

participate in the workforce are likely to lead to both productivity and health benefits. These 347 
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findings should be taken in consideration when planning initiatives to promote inclusion of 348 

people with impaired vision in the labour market. This also shows the importance of maintaining 349 

other aspects of health of people with impaired vision. 350 

We highlight that the relationship between HRQoL and productivity losses is a controversial 351 

topic in economic evaluation. 46,52 Some authors consider that taking productivity loss as costs 352 

and quality of life as an outcome to be double counting because these two measures may capture 353 

the same reality. 53,54 Whilst this issue is important when interpreting estimates of productivity 354 

losses incorporated in cost-effectiveness studies, our study was not designed to contribute to this 355 

discussion and it is addressed in detail elsewhere.55-57 356 

A possible limitation of our study is  the lack of measures of presenteeism, which is defined 357 

as reduced productivity at work. A recent systematic review of the economic burden of visual 358 

impairment found that in 5 studies that estimated indirect costs and productivity losses only 1 359 

included presenteeism.16 There is no consensus on the best instruments to reliably measure 360 

presenteeism and empirical research showed that the use of different instruments can lead to large 361 

differences in outcomes.18,58 Accordingly to the references used by Cruess 44 if we assumed an 362 

estimated of 15.7% for reduced productivity at work our estimate of productivity costs 363 

(considering absenteeism and reduction in workforce participation) would increase by less than 364 

8%, so the impact of presenteeism in our sample may not be substantial. Productivity losses 365 

incurred by informal caregivers for participants in our study were reported in a previous 366 

publication. In brief, based on opportunity costs, using the same participants as in this study, we 367 

estimated 92,144 hours of informal care per year, which was equivalent to an annual cost of 368 

€610,915.26  369 
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In addition, our estimates of productivity losses might have been affected by at least two 370 

factors. The first is the study setting: our participants were recruited at public hospitals and that 371 

means that they may be reporting, for example, lower income when compared to those attending 372 

private clinics and hospitals leading to underestimation of productivity losses. Furthermore, 373 

people attending private clinics and hospitals may differ in other sociodemographic 374 

characteristics such as education level unemployment rate. Although, before conducting the study 375 

we were advised by clinicians that people with impaired vision that use private care also attend 376 

public hospitals. The second factor is our assumption of 0% productivity losses amongst people 377 

aged 65 or older. In Portugal nearly 11% of the general population remains in the labour market 378 

after the age of 6559; therefore, the assumption may lead to a conservative estimation of 379 

productivity losses. However, it should be noted that none of our participants aged 65 or older 380 

reported being in the labour market. 381 

In conclusion, in our sample we found a low frequency of employment amongst people with 382 

impaired vision, lower income for non-working participants, lower income for working 383 

participants with VI/Blindness and large productivity losses. The main driver of these losses was 384 

reduced work participation. The probability of having impaired vision and being employed was 385 

associated with modifiable factors such as: education, HRQoL and comorbidities. We speculate 386 

that promoting education and health amongst persons with impaired vision through effective 387 

rehabilitation programs may be crucial to increase their access to the labour market, which can 388 

lead to productivity and health benefits. Our results provide information that can be used by 389 

decision makers to reduce the burden of vision loss at individual and societal levels. 390 
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Figure legends  553 

Figure 1: Probability of employment as a function of health-related quality of life for 5 categories 554 

of vision impairment and for A) best-case scenario and B) worst-case scenario. Best-case 555 

scenario includes: participants within the age 17-39 years, 12 years of education or more, no 556 

comorbidities and setting visual ability as constant equal to the mean value of the group. Worst-557 

case scenario includes: participants within the age 40-64 years, less than 12 years of education, 558 

with comorbidities and visual ability the same as in the best-case scenario. 559 
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